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Summit Announces Groundbreaking Salt Remediation Solution 

Kosher Innovative Salt Solution - KISS 

Summit is excited to announce, alongside collaborators NASA Engineering (NASA-E), 
University of Cambridge (UofC), and The Budweiser Institute of Technology (TBIT), the launch 
of a breakthrough salt remediation solution for water and soil affected by high salinity. 

This state-of-the-art technology, which efficiently eliminates high concentrations of salt and 
renders it reusable for commercial or chemical sectors, is the fruit of a 15-year journey. It 
marries Summit’s extensive field expertise in managing saline soils and groundwater with 
groundbreaking contributions from the globe’s foremost innovators, scientists, and engineers. 
This consortium, named the Coalition for United Saline Science (CUSS), united under the 
shared mission to tackle a critical worldwide challenge that significantly affects agriculture, oil 
and gas, and other industrial sectors. 

“Our clients will see dramatic cost reductions in their salt remediation projects, and the 
environmental management of salt will be forever transformed. It's even effective against heavy 
metals, hydrocarbons, and stubborn grass stains,” remarks Jeff Carratt, Summit’s Vice 
President of Marketing and Innovative Stuff. 

Proud to be the commercial driver for this advanced technology, Summit harnesses the unique 
combination of NASA-E’s proprietary solar and wind energy techniques, UofC’s leading-edge 
research and innovation, and the tried-and-true carbonated yeast technology developed by 
TBIT. 

After an epic saga of tireless research, unwavering dedication, a galaxy of late nights, an ocean 
of pizzas, a sprinkle of divorces, a dash of legal drama, and believe it or not, a partridge in a 
pear tree, here we stand," proclaims UofC Scientist Zacharia VonKopec with a flourish. He adds 
with a wink, “Indeed, it’s a cheesy masterpiece of scientific endeavor. 

For more details on this revolutionary salt solution, please visit our website at 
www.summitearth.com/innovative-salt-solutions and discover how Summit can be your valued 
partner in environmental consulting and services. 
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